. 1978b. "The acquisition of causal connectives in Turkish." P and RCLD 15:129-139.
On the acquisition by children of devices for connecting or conjoining two sentences to express cause or reason. The first stage is conjoining without an explicit marker, followed by connectives such as iate or DE, followed by syntactic mechanisms of conjunction or subordination. Ciinkii is apparently acquired last. A n l n~o n , Mary Sue, a n d D a n I. Slo bin. 1979. "A cross-linguistic study of the processing of causative sentences." Cognition 7:1.3-17. Earlier version in P and RCLD 15 (1978) . A portion of the Berkeley Cross-Linguistic Acquisition Project, studying the development of causative sentences. Turkish and Serbo-Croatian speaking children develop the ability to process causative sentences more rapidly than do English or Italian speaking children. The authors suggest that languages which use "local cues" (causative morphology or particles) are easier to process than those that use word order strategies, where the entire sentence must be held in mind for processing.
Anderson, S t e p h e n R. 1974 . The Organization of Phonology. pp. 209-218. New York : Academic Press.
On the formulation of the rules of consonant harmony and vowel harmony. Particular attention to the dialect described by Lees (1966b) , where there is raising and unrounding oi vowels before palatal consonants : uguyiig - [iigiyig] , iigiimeyig -[iigiimiyigl.
B a b b y, L e o n a r d H. 1981 . "A compositional analysis of voice in Turkish : passive, derived intransitive, impersonal, and causative." Cornell WPL 2. An analysis of passives and causatives by a compositional model which is an offshoot of Montague grammar. Both are derived directly, that is, with minimal use of transfor-~rlations. Passives of transitive verbs, derived, instransitives (e. g. kap5 a p l d~) , and impersonal passives are built up by different routes, but share the property that one NP argument is missing. Derived transitives (e.g kediyi yedirdim) and causatives of triantransitive verbs are built up by two rules that add an extra NP, interpreted as the agent, to a verb phrase.
. 1983. "The relation between causative and voice : Russian vs. Turkish." Wiener Slawistiscker . On the question whether causative in Turkish and Russian should be concidered to I x a grammatical voice. Concludes that it should in Turkish, but not in Russian: both causative and passive in Turkish signal the use of either one NP argument more or less than the verb is lexically subcategorized for. Most of the discussion is on Russian, and as far as Turkish is concerned, the argument is a summary of Babby 1981.
Il a l p l n a r , Zuliil. 1981 A series of articles by members of an expedition that in 1966 studies the whistle language of the Kushoy area (Giresun vilayeti). The most interesting articles are the two Iry C. Leroy, 011 the ecology of the language : where it is used, who uses it, and for what purposes; and on the spectrographic correlation of the whistled with the spoken language. Llancy, P a t r i c i a , Terry Jacobsen, a n d M a r i l y n Silva. 1976. "The acquisition of conjunction : a cross-linguistic study." P and RCLD 12:71-80. Sketches the development of conjunction in English, German, Italian, and Turhisll, showing that the semantic notions expressed by conjunsction are acquired in the SIIIIC order crosslinguistically. C l e n~ ents, George N. 1980. Votcel Ifarmony i n Nortlin~ar Generative Phonology: i l u Irrlosugmental Model. Indiana University Linguistics Club. Written in 1976, this paper develops a general theory of vowel harmony, based on TuAish and several other languages, in terms of the antosegmental model : certain phonologi~d features, such as FrontIBack in Turkish, are treated on an independent level of phonological structure, concurrent with and associated with the segmental phonemes. Argues that exceptions to vowel harmony can be treated in a natural way by this approach, which also captures the generalization that vowel harmony applies within roots as well a< hetveen root and suffix. (The analysis is substantially modified in Clements and Sezer 1982).
L l c~n e n t s , George N., a n d E n g i n Sezer. -in important, comprehensive study of vowel and consonant h.trrnony according L o h e au~osegmental model, treating both in the same framework, and introducing sumc new factual evidence. Partly because of the theoretical framework, partly because of the n e~ data, many of the traditional about vowel harmony are given up (hrncc. "disharmony" in the title).
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Co c h r ane, N a n c y . 1975. "Studies in Turkish complementation." Texas Linguistic Forum 2:34-52.
A collection of facts on the use of complements in impersonal passive sentences.
Co m r i e, B e r n a r d. 1974. "Causatives and universal grammar." Transactions of the Philological Society 1974,:l-32, esp. 4-9. As part of a general typology of causatives, uses Turkish as the 'paradigm case'. While this is often cited, there is not much here that is new to Turkish studies. There is similar discussion in later Comrie publications, particularly his Language Universals and Linguistic Typology (1981) .
C r o t h e r s . J o h n , a n d M a s a y o s h i S h i b a t a n i . Reviews the disadvantages of the various standard approaches to a formal account of \-owel harmony, with particular concern for unifying the description of vowel harmony in stems and in suffixes. Suggests the use of a Surface Phonetic Constraint (SPC). Stems xt ill have vowels fully specified, while suffixes will act as a filter to select well-formed stems, and will specify the suffix vowels.
C i i c c l o~l u , D o g a n , a n d D a n I . An analysis of N+N+possessive compounds, with special attention to the purposes for which these compounds are made, and the semantic relations between modifier and held nouns. There is a summary in Journal of Human Sciences/~nsan Bilimleri Dergisi, Orta Dogu Teknik Universitesi, 1:l (1982).
. 1978b. "Why should Turkish relativization distinguish bet\tecn subject and uonsubject head?" BLS 4:67-77.
Returns to the problem of the "subject participle" -(y)En and "object participle" -Dlk, discussed in Underhill 1972 and Iiankamer and Knecht 1976, and disscusses i t from a functionalist point of view. The problem is then addressed again in Knecht 1979.
. 1981. "Grammatical relations and surface cases in Turkish." BLS 7-40:49.
Argues that some nouns in dative and ablative cases are grammatical direct objects, while others reflect deep cases other than direct object. Argues that the uustressable suffixes are actually separate words un underlying structure, so that getirmeyeceksin would be -getir-mi-yecek-i-sin. Stress would he assigned to the last syllable of each word, and then all stressrs to the right of the first stress would be reduced. 'l'herc arc a numlxr of' weahncssei in he argulncnt.
---. 1982. "Somc thoughts on Turkish voicing assirnilation." Calgary \;PI, 7-1:s.
Brief note suggesting that stem-final and suffix-initial voicing assimilation in stops (cepte vs. kiiyde) can be l~andlcd I y a general constraint that a cluster of t\to stops n~eilially is always unvoiced. It's not clear how much this saves.
Dundes, Alan, J e r r y W. Leach, a n d B o r a ijzkiik. 1972. "The strategy of Turkish boy's verbal dueling rhymes." In John J. Gumperz and Dell Hymes, eds Looks a t verbs which take obligatroy dative objects to see what happens to the embedded ~ubject when the sentence is made causative. In some cases the embedded object stays dative and the subject becomes DO (objective) : (Ben) Aliyi ata bindirdim; in others the old dative is promoted to objective, and the old subject becomes dative : Diglerimi oraa baktardam; and some allow both possibilities : Cocu& derse baqlattak/Dersi ~ocuga baglattak. Shows that whichever noun is the topic in the embedded sentences goes into the objective and is placed first. In some cases this results in the embedded subject being demoted to 10 and the result corresponds to an English passive : Diglerimi ona buktsrdsm "I had my teeth taken care of by him." Erkii, Feride. 1982. "Topic, comment . I review of the history of planned and unplanned language reform in Turkey from the point of view of language planning. The Turkish experience shows that language planning is most successhl when it goes along with other kinds of social change. Points out the a Ism, difficulties posed by the competing social trends of nationalism and internation 1' particular'ly Europeanism, and the consequences in the language as Arahic and Persia11 terms are removed while there is an influx of European terms.
George, L e l a n d M., and J a k l i n Kornfilt. "Infinitival double passives in Turkish." NK1. Both types can be finite or non-finite, where finiteness is defined as the presence vs. absence of subject agreement on the verb. Finite complements are subject to the Finite Phrase Condition, a restatement of the Tensed-S Condition; that is, they are inaccesfiiblo to the various rules that are not supposed to apply into finite phrases. Bried description of two approaches to using a computer to process Turkish texts.
H a i n~a n , J o h n . 1972. "Phonological targets and unmarked structures." Lg. 48:2.365-377.
Observes that Turkish has three formally unrelated phonological conditions that collectively ensure that /o o/ do not occur in non-initial syllables. Claims that the purpose is to produce a three-vowel system of archiphonemes A I U in non-initial syllables (before the application of vowel harmony). The three-vowel system /a i n/ is considered to he basic in phonological theory.
. 1977. "Reinterpretation". Lg. 53:2.312-328, esp. 321-2.
Very briefly cites Turkish in the course of a larger discussion of Perlmuttcr's proposed constraint that the order of morphemes within a word is fixed. Cites Turkish examples such as geliyordular, geliyorlarda; geldiydim, geldimdi.
Makes an interesting suggestion that the origin of such pairs lies in the ambirpity of the 3rd sg.: geldiydi may be gel+di+ di-or gel+di+di-I--+-di. A lengthy study of porcesses such as conjunction reduction and gapping (Hasan yunzurtayz yedi, Ahmet patlzcana) which occur in conjoined sentences, and their interaction with scrambling and other word-order changing rules. Evidence is drawn primarily from English, secondarily from Turkish, and also from other languages; the discussion of Turkish is tightly interwoven with that of English. Attempts to constrnct a theory of the universal processes that apply in conjoined structures. On the derivation of adverbial constructions of the form Hasan geldigi zamnn, Gay i~t i k .
In these the subject of the embedded sentence has no genitive suffix (compare Hasanzn geldigi zantan, Gay iGiyorduk) and the main verb is "inceptivew, that is, indicates that the action begins at the indicated time. Suggests that the absence of the genitive is accounted for by analogy with adverbial constructions of the form Hasan gelince, Gay igtik. Concludes that analogy between sentences can play a role in derivations.
H a n k a m e r , Jorge, and L a u r a K n e c h t . 1976. "The role of the subjecttnon -subject distinction in determining the choice of relative clause participle in Turkish." Harvard S and S 2:197-219. Also in NELS VI, Montreal WPL 6:123-135.
Returns to the problem discussed in Underhill 1972, the choice between the subject participle -( y ) En and the object participle -DIk. Finds that the choice is not determined by linear order, but by a principle that if the relativized noun is within the subject constituent of the relative clause the participle -( y ) En is chosen. Also finds that -( y ) En is used whenever the relative clause lacks a subject, either in the case of impersonal passives (sokaga pkzlan kapz), or when the subject has been moved by indefinite movement (kzzznz arz sokan adam). Heyd, Uriel. 1954. Language Reform in Modern Turkey. Oriental Notes and Studies -5.
Jerusalem : Israel Oriental Society. While this is not generative in any way, it is the indispensible source on language reform.
J o h n s t o n , J u d i t h R., and D a n I. Slobin. 1977. "The development of locative expressions in English, Italian, Serbo-Croatian, and Turkish." P and RCLD 13. Also in J. Child Lg. 6:3.529-545 (1979). One of the tests in the Berkeley Cross-Linguistic Acquisition Project measured the acquisition of locative expressions. The authors find that in all four languages, locatives are learned in the order : (1) 'in', 'on', 'under', 'beside'; (2) 'between', and 'back' and 'front' with objects having inherent nacks and front; (3) 'back' and 'front' with other objects. Italian and Turkish children learn these more quickly than English and Serbo-Croationspeaking children. Discussion of linguistic and conceptual factors accountting for thece differences.
K a r d e s t u n c e r , Aino E. 1982a. "On the role of transition duration in the diwrimination of velar stop consonants in Turkish." word 33:3.243-352. Experiment to determine the perceptual cues used by speakers to distinguish /k/ from /h'/ before /I/; that is, ka-from ki-. The potential usefulness of such an experiment is not explained.
----. 1982b. "A three-boundary system for Turkish." Linguistic Analysis 10:2.95-117. ROBERT UNDERHILT, K o r n f ilt, J a klin. 1976. "The cycle agains free rule application (evidence from Turkish)." Harvard S and.S 2:359-444.
Compares cyclical rule application with various forms of free rule application, using evidence from Turkish to see which theory works better. Considers the interactions between Passive, Reflexive, and Subject-to-Object Raising, as well as Equi-NP-Deletion, Relativization, and Subject Incorporation. A good paper to see how these rules work in Turkish.
----. 1977a. "Against the universal relevance of the shadow pronoun hypothesis," 1,I Phrase structure and transformational rules to account for the copula. I n this analysis the copula has two forms, i-and 01-, and every sentence underlyingly contains one or the other, thus every verbal sentence is analyzed as participle plus copula.
. (1978), finding some evidence both for and against the hypothesis.
--. 1980b. "Transitivity and the syntax of middle clauses in Turkish." Working Papers in Relational Grammar, UC San Diego. A relational grammar approach to clauses containing verbs which take the dative, e.g. Derse galzgta, called "middle clauses." Shows that for some of these verbs, the object displays properties of a direct object. Proposes a rule of "2-to-3 retreat" : the object starts out as a direct object, and is lowered to indirect object and comes out dative. The argument is supported by an extensive overall survey of the relational grammar analysis of Turkish. . 1978. "Impersonal passives and the unaccusative hypothesis." BLS 4:157-189..
One of the earliest actual publications in relational grammar, analyzing impersonal passives in Dutch and Turkish. He shows that impersonal passives can be made when the actor is agentive, i.e. acts on its own volition (Bu hapishaneden szk szk kagalar) but not when it acts unwittingly ('Bu hapishaneden stk srk kaybolunur). Concludes that clauses that allow impersonal passives start with an initial subject ("unergative"), while those that don't allow impersonal passives start with an initial direct object but no subject ("unaccusative").
Peuser, G u n t e r , and Maren F i t t s c h e n . 1977. "On the universality of language dissolution : the case of a Turkish aphasic." Brain and Language 4:2.196-207. A study of a Turkish aphasic to see whether the patterns of languate dissolution resemble those found in European languages. The case study is interesting although the language data are not well handled, particularly the phonology, and the conclusions are vague.
Pullum, Geoffrey K. 1975 . "On a nonargument for the cycle in Turkish." LI 6:3.494-500.
Disagrees with a portion of Aissen 1974b. Argues that Aissen has failed to prove that there is a transformational cycle in Turkish.
R i n g en, C a t h e r i n e 0. 1974. Vowel Harmony : Theoretical Implications. Indiana U. Ph. D.
dissertation. DAI 36A : 52644: UM 76-2884. Discusses vowel harmony in Turkish and four other languages in light of a phanological theory where rule ordering is determined by universal principles, and rules may apply to partially specified matrices.
. On the difference between the reflexive pronouns kendi and kendisi. Shows that kendi is used in situations of "empathy", as defined by Kuno, where the speaker identifies with a participant in the reported event.
. Finds several cases where non-final stres seems to be determined by sylable structure, with heavy syllables (CVC or CV) in penult or antepenultimate position tending to attract the strelss. These include : adverbs in -en (esasen vs. nisbeten); place names (Kavaklz vs. Sirkeci); many foreign words (lokanta vs. tencere). Stress based on syllable weight are well-known in Indo-European languages but not previously in Turkish.
Slobin, D a n I. On the semantics of the evidential particle -mIg. Examines the uses of -mIg for hearsay, inference, and narrative, and its extensions to surprise, irony, and compliments. Concludes that the common feature is that the speaker's mind is unprepared for the event.
Traces the development of inferential -mZg from perfect participle through past tense. Outlines children's acquisition of -mZg in contrast with -DZ.
. Bloomington : Indiana U. and The Hague : Mouton.
A brief discussions of stress in Turkish words and phrases. While this is not generative, it was until recently one of the few discussions of stress from a linguistic point of view.
The traditional approach to Turkish stress is also discussed a t the end of Lees 1961.
. A study of the perception of vowels by speakers of five languages including Turkish.
The goal was to determine the dimensions according to which listeners perceive vowels, the acoustic correlates of these dimensions, and the extent to which these dimensions are universal or language-particular. There are some problems of detail with the Turkish, and the work is lengthy and somewhat difficult, but there are some interesting results on the psychological reality of Turkish phonological structure. Tura, S a b a h a t . The first of a series of papers studying the conditions under which the "subject participle" -(y)En and "object participle" -DIk are used points out that -(y)En is used in a number of cases where the relativized noun is not strictly the underlying subject of the relative clause. Also points out the existence of an Indefinite Movement rule, by which indefinite (actually, non-specific) subjects and objects are moved into the position next to the verb; this rule precedes the choice of participle. Concludes that -(y) En is used when the head noun is initial in the underlying sentence after Indefinite Movement. There are further contributions by Dede (1978b) , Knecht (1979 Lg. 56:3.700-701 (1980) . Intended as a grammar for teaching Turkish to English speakers, but contains enough material so that it can also be used as a reference grammar or data source. Both phonology and syntax are analyzed within the framework of generative grammar, although the generative framework is covert rather than overt for the most part. The sevond and third printings (1979, 1980 ; identified on the reserve of the title page) contain a number of corrections over the first printing. West, S t e p h e n L., and E s e r Erguvanll. An important study of the semantics of the tense and aspect suffixes, with a number of significant observations.
--. A number of points on the semantics of the verbal future marker -(y)EcEk. Shows that it can be used to express not future tense, but presumptive modality: Ahmet gimdi evde olacak 'presume that Ahmet is home now'; here -(y)EcEk is very similar in meaning to mEli. I n future reference, -(y)EcEk contrasts with -Iyor in the degree of certainty of the prediction, and with -Ir in the kinds of edivence used for the prediction. The argument is that -(y)EcEk expresses as much modal functions as temporal functions.
. Sometimes there is no clear chioce among several variants of morpheme as to which is to be the underlying, or lexical representation; for example, the choice betweeen the vari-ants /lar/ and /ler/ of the Turkish plural. Here universal theories of phonological markedness might speficy /lar/ as the lexical representation since /a/ is more unmarked than /e/.
. Reports on an experiment designed to determine to what extent native speakers of Turkish are aware of vowel harmony constraints that apply within stems (as opposed to vowel harmony rules applying between stems and suffixes). Concludes that these morpheme structure conditions do not have complete psychological reality.
--. 1970a. "On the evalution of alternative phonological descriptions." JL 6:1.89-98.
Examines two different ways of accounting for the morphophonemics of the progressive suffix -1yor. Argues against the view that the choice between alternative phronological descriptions can be made simply by counting the number of features required to write the rules.
. 1970b. "Some observations on non-final stress in Turkish." JAOS 90:1.160-162.
Examines some cases of non-final stress : reduplicated adjectives (apapk), diminutive adjectives (ufac~k), and vocatives (Mehmet!) Finds that in all cases the initial-etressed forms are emphatic in some way, and constitute syntactically or semantically marked categories.
. Analyses such as Lees 1961 and Underhill 1976 postulate an underlying'lgl which becomes k by the final devoicing rule (/ayaq/ -ayak like /reng/ -renk) and which deletes (or becomes %) between vowels. Zimmer points out that these can also be handled with an underlying /k/ and a rule which deletes /k/ intervocalically in polysyllables, and suggests that this may correspond more closely to the generalization made by an actual speaker/hearer. Notes that in Turkish words ending in k, k normally deletes before a vowel-initial suffix in the word is a polysyllable (inek/ineJi [inei] ) but is retained in a monosyUable (ok, oku). Conducts an experiment using nonsense words ending in k and shows that this regularity is psychologically real for Turkish speakers.
